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XBRL is a new global standard in how financial and business information is reported and shared
with others that makes establishing a dialog with investors easier, faster and more accurate than
ever before.

Companies that have an internal audit process sometimes find that it is not as effective as it could
be. Management is hard-pressed for time and the IA gets done without really adding any value to
the business.

OPTIC~PRO is a special version of IBAS~PRO developed specifically for the optical retail segment.
The software helps to manage and improve overall operations of an optical outlet (or chains), it will
also help increase customer satisfaction and eventually increase sales.

Pro-Active Solutech is an experienced team of Management Consultants with a difference: We don't
believe in just outlining a strategy or road-map for you; instead, we bring our combined expertise
and skills to ensure that your business faces fewer implementation hurdles.

A 12 year old company, we have accomplished successful consulting assignments with over 120
large and mid-sized firms in the areas of Corporate Advisory and Legal Support, Total Cost
Management, Accounting and Payroll Management, Balanced Score Card Initiatives and
Management Assurance Services.

We are Implementation Leaders who bring in Technology Solutions in the form of our robust and
flexible software programs that help you and your teams manage more easily the increasingly
complex world of cost management, regulatory requirements, documentation, accounting and HR
processes.

Put simply, we help you improve your processes and we manage them for you effortlessly. Go
ahead and focus on driving your business forward!

Our senior management team brings value to every assignment due to the depth as well as width of
its expertise. While it is true that every business faces its own challenges, there are few problems
our experts have not encountered in the course of their long and distinguished careers across
different industries and companies.

Pro-Active Solutech offers enterprising professionals an opportunity to work with tier1 clients on
challenging problems where they can apply their knowledge and constantly upgrade it.

At Pro-Active, there are no "bench roles" - every consultant and employee finds that their
capabilities are constantly in demand and valued. Teams are exposed to many different clients and
industries, each with their own set of challenges.

Moreover, Pro-Active offers you a professional yet friendly work culture where there is ample
opportunity for professionals to learn from their peers as well as industry stalwarts.
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